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. The task of pulling together the ten papers and the various

incidental- biti of music that occurred in the last two days;

especially under the aegis of a theory-practice relationship,

-4
seems to me to ran in diffigulty somewhere befween catching

tigers ifl the desert and cleaning the'Aegean stables

-Most of you probably know that_pome very.good theoretical

approaches exist for catching tige'rs in the desert. There has

been some problem putting these ialto the practice, however, which

I nk reflects many of the problems we have here.

For example, one goad approach is to take a cage just about

,large enough to get a tiger into and place it right in the

middle of the desert. You stand inside the cage and then do an

inversion of axes. That puti the tiger in the cage.and you outside. .

The second method that I recall--and I believe there are

ten basic methods fOr catching tigers in the desert--is to take

a large,sieve and sieve all of the sand. When you are thro9gh,

what's lift in the sieve is the tiger.-

Since we can't listen to Mozart's clarinet concerto, although

we were..teased with it by Dr. Fletcher yesterday, I thought I

L
would organize my:remarks in a similar fashion to that Particular,'

work.

293 (
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There will be an opening movement,'an andante, dealing

with theory; a somewhat slower movement, a largo, Although

not totally lugubrious, dealing with practice; and finally

a very quick presto,-dealing with. the relationshiplbetween
,

the two.

When the batoT1 is put down, I'll add sotte,didactic comments,

similar to the way Le/tard Bernstein does when he gets through

with Peter and the : :off. and4starts fiddling around with the

bassoon and the vaious other instruments, to show you which

animals are played by what- This will be a short coda where

.I will make very foolish remarks about where we should all go

from 'here, other than to theairport:

In talking about theory, I want to touch on'what-theory

is, what theories we have,nve that are °relevant to reading,

NI%and especially to reading for compensat ry education children;

and then to discuss the difficulties in dealing with theories

in relation to reading:

The literature on the epistemology of science/ especially

that by Carl topper or Abraham Kaplan, portrays modern experi-
. A

mental science as'progressing from observation through cycles

-of hypotheses and' experiment; until a theorTemsrges that !.

predicts fairly well thebobservable phenomena in question,

but furthermore is a theory that is no longer challenged by-
.

itt opponents:, A, true theory must not or:31-account,for oisery-'

aple phenomena, it must_ also have wide acceptance.,

4
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The field of reading hat .never been at. a loss for hvobthses

of heories. Zn the beginning there was, for, example, Javal's
. .

rhythmic eye 'movement theory that emerged ip the late 1870's.

JaVal suspected fron observation that eye movemtnts during

reading were not continuous, but occurred in jumps or saccades.

Javal,concluded, furthermore,-that these movements were rhythmic.

This' theory, was fairiy well accepted for about 20, cr 30
II

years, but with the introduction of the corneal reflection

tech nique'for measuring eye movements, data emerged that was

not*compatible with the theory. Yet, surprisiHgly, for some

researchers today, the rhythmic eye movement theory has not

been satisfactorily refuted, So a theory is something that

accounts for observations, meaning usually in an economical

way, and is generally accepted at least for the time being.

Related to a theory is a model which is a term which is used

quite loosely by pretty'mucheveryone today, perhaps as loosely

as the term system (I flew into Pittsburgh-on the Allegheny

Air SYstem, not -on Allegheny Airlines.).' A-model typically is

a complex set of theories, constructed deal with a phenomenon

. in which every Sing/e elemept di-component cannot be probed

individuallly. Therefore a model is constructed fxom what is

)known, tge gaps filled in with hypotheses, and tAe,..resulting
4

device used as a framework for predicting outcomes that are

experimentally verifiable.

. 'Igleenee let out in the 1940's, prObably ftr the first time,
4,

and probably better than anyone since, the idea Hof a model

5'
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being justified-when ye are dealing, with 'something quite complex-AIe
complex to keep track of all of the separate components.

We wculd not, for.example,
-
call l'echner's Law a model;

*Atto r
We might in_ a loose sense, but we cartainiv wouldn't want to add

,

that level of sophistication to something AZ seemingly simple ag

;that rdlationsiiip. Models growingout.of theories are very

common in the physical aid-biological sciences. There is, for

example, tyke Ptolcmaic'mOdel of the.univers-d-that is still today

A reasonably good appr=imation to observable phenomenon,

-and certainly was in its days the test thing going: There is

Bohr's model of the atom, and.there-is the Crick and Watson

.'double helix model for DNA.

All of these have served very useful fuactions in the history

of science, in holding together'complexes of theories, filling
4

in a Certain amount of hypothesis, and eventually instigating

further experiments that lead to changes in the mcdJ1s.

If the model does 'not predict something we can test,;-that

is, if the model cannot and does not lead to its own destruction,

it*is probably a useless Model. We don't have much use for

models of complex phenomena that don't'allow us to build

improvements on the models.

_.Inireading there are theories and Models that deal with

theoprocesses of reading, whether in the child or the adult,

theories and models that deal with the lea ;ning process,

4



411
either learning in general- or the acquisition of literacy

itself, and theories and models that deal with instruction

and the instruOtional environment.

633

I Wd to agree with Gibson and Levin in that we probably

don't know encugh.to build useful ,msdelt of the total reading

. process and that we abfe truly chasing after the wi d- in doing

so. As I look at the current attempts to model the total

reading process, with a ipsycholing.uisti.c1 boxhere and d

'morpheme.box there, I think of a com4nt that Berthold Brecht

made many years ago; "When you' hale everything '- the wrong

place, that's disorder; wheir-you have nothing in all a right

places, thit's order." Well, order is what we have in most 1.f

not all of the geLeral models for reading.

Where, though, we do seem to. gain profitably in experimenting

with models of reading, are models of specific and'usua/ty uite

limited processes in the overall reading. process. For example,

Hochberg developed.(and I hOpe he has deserteit now) -somethkng

called "The Guided Eye MOvement Model". Fromhis own and-from

other-studies he hypothesized that the eyes while focusing on

one area in reading could look.quite far ahead in the periphery,

and interpret enough of the Visual ipformatiOn to deCide-whem to
. .

focus next. Included in thiA)model were various types of
--

,search mechanisms: The work of McConkie and Rayner, however,
' . ?

in-showing extreme limitations on what the eye can do with

411

information ip the periphery, casts considerable doubt On the

Validity of this model. Nevertheless, this mat an interesting.

model that lead to interesting experimentation.
0

7V
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In the Smith-and Iileiman paper and in the Juola paper we

heard rather good discussions. of, the most sophisti"tated and

useful models we' have for reading processes-- those for information'

processing during word recog:;i,tion.

I should remind all of you that the earliest information

procestingmodel for word recognition didyio originate with

Sperling or Hisser, but with Quantz around 1897. Quantz's.
.

model included stac,e.b
,

stage processing, with iconic storage,-
. ,

.

read-out, and short-term memory components. This model developed
.

.

from a concern for measuring the speed of .various mental events,

a concern that was fundamental to, experimental psychology at

that time. Quantz's model is quite.interesting within its own

right and quite similar to what we are doing now.

Smith and Kleiman de'scribed how-a model is built and_ -_

then used to derive experimentg...:Wich themselVes lead_to

changes in the 'model.. The authors stressed three problems

which need to be.resolved and which.still require improvements

in the model: (1) the problem of units of interpretation,

,(2) the problem related to lexical access, and (3) the problem

of context effects

"The utility of models for building better models was further

exemplified in the Juola paper with a discussion, of word

recognitio0 studies which used'fixed sets of target letters.

The Appareht ability of subjects in such paradigms to utilize

the ti's of the target letters to reduce response time
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hecessitates changes ,in the *del to allow for overt .control,

by the readerof the reading strategy,. Reading models require
4

a control mechanism to'account for changes in behavior based

on the input. The reader (Or subject) seems' to say in certain

readijig situations "Let's try anew strategy, let's do some-

thing different."-and somehow the model hes to account for

this. In the 'current information'procesiing models this by

itself should not be difficult to achieve.

This same control mechanism,can prpbably be used to account

also-for what,we have been calling inside-Out factors. An -,/,

approach to this was suggested over a'aecade ago by Broadbent-

in relation to the frequency effect, in word recognition.

Broadbent sugge;ted thatwher;.,we have A high expectation for

)
.. ..

a particular in ut, we are willing to make a decision with

-. less visual infornation than when we don't havesuchr_high

:expectation for the input stimulus. So in effect-we could

account'for expectation within an information processing

model in terms of either shifts.in criterion levelt, or other

shifts ih the processing strategy that would allow attention

to fewer visual elements.

There are, however, alternativeg to the stage by stage

models that were presented hete. .7urvey,: for example, hypothesizes

a much, more complex iodel,gmdch more neurologically based,

in which information in different fords travels at different,

rates through the system. Thus, gfooss outlines of figures would

be available for matching and .decision mak g before, finer

visual details would be available. Time varyifig transmission

9
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will of course also allow a'shift in criterion level, as was

just, suggested for building in a control mechanis:i.

.
.

Turvey, as in many Other models including Massaro's, has
-

4 incorporated parillel processing at an initial stage. Turvey

also raises an anomaly that I think ds further attention

in discussions of,information processing models, and that is

63 6

that although we .think terms of features like lines and

curves building up into wholes., Turvey point's out that-perception

must also include processes that Mork in the opposite direction.

We don't'.know when we haye a straight line :or a curve until

we have the, whole. What, for example, could be a straight

line in one type of figure might be a curie in another. So

there has to be -a buildup from retinal images into a whole,

and they) the extraction of features from the wholefor

recognition.

Parallel-processing is also used in' Turvey's model as it

is in Massaro's model, to account for effects like the word

effect. I am not sure whether Smith and Kleiman posit parallel

processing or not.

Another area which lwas'nOt discussed in any of the papers

was that of developmental models for reading. For information

processing approaches the work of MarshallHaith and his studenti

seems particularly relevant. What is exciting about their work,

even though ft,deals with geometric 'figures and not'leiters,
\

is that it'begins to explore the very early stages of prbcessing

and to show where children AO and do not differ from adults in

visual procesling.

10



One of the .results of this work,; if the data are being,

properly interpreted, is that the earlieS't stages of processing

including the building lup of an iconic image, the reeognitidh
.

of a single.input,ima.ge, and the ability.to recognize images

in the periphery, Are almost identicdl fort- the five year old.

and the adult. The two begin to'differ only when the cognitive

load gets heavy and when, immediate memory seems- trz be required.

tidn of what Haith and his studentsThis is quite an oversim

63'7.

have presented, but one hopes that thisine of inquiry can

be pursued with letters and words. It seems especially p+omising

for building developmental models of Word recognition.

'Finally, certain types of experiments that relate to

develoPmentalmodefs, but are not within themselves information

processing experiments, should be- mentioned. In particular,

T am thinking of the work of Roberta dolinkof and of Rosinski

and,Wheeler, both of whom have examined the development of the

recognitionof orthographic regularity. '"Their methodology usually

involves judgments by children ormhich of a pai,..Of synthetic
t

words is more like a real English word. .

It is clear.that an interest in information processing has

motivated the most exciting word recognition studies today; _

however, there is a caution that should be made that I think,

was best stated in'Tennys'dn's version of the Arthurian legend.

Arthur,

things,

on his death bedvupposeday

that The old-.Order changlp,

and.God fulfills himself in many ways, Test one good'cusEom

. -

says, among variOus'!other

yielding Placeto new,

ihould,corrupt the whole earth."

11
/N.
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What I mean is that there' is always room for alternative

approaches, whether for convetgence, or for Simply ensuring

that a,particular explanation isnot ignored. Cetainly the

approach used by Gibson and hercolleaguesin their .original

studies of spelling units would bea good alternative.

4 When we tufn to- models and theories about learning to

read, ale air becomes' considerab.ly more murky, and what we

hear often soundslikh noises from a-shroud, to. boDrow

from the Ancient Mariner.' we have,for example, Piaget's,

63B

of

thedeies, which don't attend. directly to reading at'allibugt

have been interpreted by Furth and others to imply'that

reading is a rather:low level skill and that reading pedagogy F

should center on discovery procedures so that children will*
f

find on their own what reading is' all about.

However, many reading skills, such as attending to-the_

orientation Of letters,. are abilities thatthechild could

rarely discover on his or her own. If there is anything the

child discovers In initial 'stages of perceptual learning, it

is the' invariance of'labels for
.

ob5ects with orientation change.
-. , .

. .,A. cup is a cup whether the handle goes one way' or another.

.

Letters and numbers are the first'objects, and probably among
.

S.
the only objects, that the child. ever encounters in hisearly

schooling ii which, orientation makes a difference for labeling.

' The attempts by Piaget'sfolloers in the USA to induce children

-.td discover these types of'relatiOnships, both in the verbal
,

domain-and the 'ioundo,domain, seem to have failed.-

I-
4
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On the other handr.some.theories about reading must be,

- teased out of practice. For example, the argument between

so- celled whole word instruction.and.phonics instruction

boils down not tai an argument' over* r.sound learning (since
.4- 14_

both methods accept it), but ins an argiament'over
44

which approach is more,effeciivAt an'introductiOn to reading..
$ ;

'a
The whole word people claim that letter sounds are too

abstract and too complex for children to manipulate in their'

initial encounters with reading. Therefore, starting with

whole words is done to build up motivation, interesdi and .

1.

sensitivity to the tasOto that letter sound learning ,of one

form or, another can be introdUced later.

The hard Core letter-sound people say, an the other hand,
.

"The hell with alloof that naksense; let's just get right in
a

there with the letters and the sounds.."--

Many programs like Distar carry implicit assumptions

about learning to read and, particulay about information

loads ghat children a ffeient stages `it theft development__

and from 'different backgrounds can handle.

4
Threading instruction are found yet another Set of theories,

and / am thinking here of theories of people like Stephens,
.11,

who have different'view of the teacher's role in instruction

than we ve -heard here today. Adtording to Stephens, the

.teacher's role is .not really
\
0 teach,very.much, but- to give

, 44

I

./

13

41.
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.childrewan idea of what is,important, so that in their

natural exchInges with other chi'dren and: With adults outside

.

of the classroom they will ficus on those elements that are

impoitants, and; therefore will acquire 'them.

On the other hand are the 'suggestions. ftom studies by-

George Weber andy the New York State Department of Education

that'the most important.irariables for success ,in-reading are

such matters as.instructional organization, teacher'attitude

and teacher training and not the baiic skills of the child, or
r

IA"

the particul in tructional method that the teacher is using.

L think that these studies should be taken-seriously. Certainly

the Clay paper takes a string yiew-on where the action in

reading sholild be by stressing' teacher training .44 teacher

centered instruction, as opposed to the early CAI, views

. described by Flttcher that wanted the teacher as far away ,

from the child as possible.
1

Now, haying displayeahowmuddled reading theory is, let

me tty to make more sense of Leading practice. The problem

with discussing reading practice is that no one to my knowledge

has ever attempted to delineate what is 'involved in reading

.instruction. Thoie who have developed reading programs are

aware.of:the complexities of the instructional task, but

most instructional decisions are not made overtly.

6
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We heard some concerns with practice in the Bartlett
.

,

. .

paper which reviewed two reading programs; in the Ch6m-sky
. .

paper, the laberman paper, in the Fletcher paper, and to some

degree in the Calfee paper, at least by implication, with the
i4'

. particular kinds of assessment tests that were talked,about.

I'll.use letter-sound learning to givean idea of the number,

and complexity. of decisUons. that must be made in instructional

design,.and also to give an example of what we would have to-

attend"to if:we wanted all classroom.praC'tice to derive from

.theory. In doing thisI am assuming that reasons exist for
, ,w .

-
. ,

.

littaching letter-sound correspondences. One of the first

decisions that has'to be made is how to .teach them: 'Do we

III

use.indtctive or do we use deductive approaches? Perhaps

thereis some theory we can,draw upon.' Certainly everyone

agrees that inductive tipprOaches are considerably better than

deductive approaches at the early grade'levels. But what if

we 'were teaching letter-2sOund correspondences to adult illiterates2

Would we.teach them tules or would we not teach them rules4?

"Whet empirical base would we draw on to make that particular

decision?

How many and what types of exemplars would we use in

4

= introducing letter-sound patterns? Recent studies on letter-sound

leiirning indicate that this latter question is-quite important.-

. For example, children in grades 1 and 2 are introduced to the

patterns'for the letter c .in initial position. In this position,

c'has a soft sound if followed by e, i or x; otherwise,it has t

15*
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-i hard sound. Ch 1dien in.the lower grades usually de) not

'encounter expections to this role. (Cello is probably the

'Only word that most people eve see in their4ifetimes that..

an excitption:) ,,' C. ,,,

Whet tends to happen regardl s'o'f reading program is that'

t---. the chiloVen.don't learn this particular pattern as well as many

Patterns that 4e much more comple They develop a strong

response ,bias towards the hard soun /k/ in early reading
, -

and don't completely overcome this bias by the end of letter,
.

sound instruction. As far as we can see from longitudinal studies,

adults don't generally do better than 65 to 70 percent correct'

on-the softpattern'when tested with'synthetic words.

If"we'look carefully- at what children are trained on wh#n

they learned the cattern we see that in the most popular

reading programs abOut 95 p&cent of the initial c words

that are introduced through third-grade have the hard pronunciation.
. f 4 ....

0,
f ,, .

.

Peihap4 three oz four words in these'readers begin with soft c.

..learly4this bias'in exemplars has an effect on what.is acquired,

regardless of whether a rule is'verbt4ized ornot.

40 Beyond' the question of exemplars lies another question

concerni c and 5; and the fivejowel letters. Do, we introduce

the alte nate pronunciations concurrently or successively?

Lempl and Watson raised the possibility of concurrent introduction

-and Williams andNsome of her colleagues tried experimentally

to compare the two approach as did the Cornell Reading Project.
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Another question concerns word position. Do we. introduce

letters for patterns in initial position, because that is the

easiest position to attend to,- or do we introduce them

positions so.that-children will-irot over attend to beginni;gs.

643 .

. of words?

. lErt the 1930's Hill showed that one of the major, effects

of early llstruction in reading was to shift the child's attention,

from various parts of the word to, the beginning of the word.

Reading programs place major emphasis on the initial parts of

words and thereby distract the Child from attending carefully

to the remainder of the word.
P

,1 Do we vse contrast in instruction or don't we? Do we take

phonetically similar items, like pet and at, 4nd present
S.

them,together, to help the.child make, discriminations, or do

wekeep them apart to avoid confusions?
1

. t
I .

,
How do we-relate letters to sounds? Do we present soun s

_
.

in isolation, or do we believe Blbomfield and'iries that this
.

.

. c

is an abomination, and present them only in context?

A
% Do we associate letters directly,to-soundS,or do we Ilse

.'letter names to Mediate between letters and.sounds, or do we

use objects to'meoLiate? And which prereadingskills should

we teach before formal, reading instruction begins?

The Liberman paper aid the Chomsky paper suggested pre-

reading exercises that would bring the child's attention to the
. -

phonic nature Of the spelling-system., Doris Johnson's'paper,
-..._..

A

17 1 '-
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in discussing learning ditabilities and the diagnosis of

intrasensory before intersensory abilities, also touches on

his_particular problem._ hapaaargg1t..." 'including

studies by'Elkonin, Zhurcr:ra, Bruce, and others that attend

in a very deceiving way with this problem, as I will discus.

shoitly.
.

.,
. .

Do we use only meaningful wordi or do we use ;Onsense_
. f ;

materials?

How do we sequence letter-sound correspondences? -4010 We

. introduce overtly all of the consonant clusters that exist in
4 0

asdoes at least one comerbialprogram, or do we

depend Upon transfer to shorten the training peiiod?
owir

And then what kindof assessment do we do? This is a

questiOn attended to in party the Calfee paper. How muck'

assessment do we do? What kinds of assessment instruments

do we use? Dowe need highly reliable ones with large numbers

of items or can we teach teachers to do informal assessment?

It is clear that we cannot, and probably wauld.not want'

t6 research all Wthese qUestions. As,FletcherlosiOinted out

in describing the Stanford CAI project, building a,reading program
- ,

requires making many arbitrary decisions. Where classroom

experience isnot available, you make the best judgmeht you

Can, observe what happens, and make modifications if necessary.

It's in a sense trusting that Francis Bacon was correct in

sayimthat Muth will emerge more rapidly from error than from

18
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Whatever might be the,difficulties of building sound

.

instructional programs, the task of finding practical implications s_

from reading theory is exceedingly more difficult. The gap

between the two is the La Brea tar pit of education and seems

to mire many people. We heart, for example in one of the

papers given on the first day: "consider-what.we know about

our writing system,.namely that it is alphabetic and not

ideographid. From this'it`would seem to follow that instructional

'procedure should inform the child L-rly on that the printed

words is a- model of the components and phonemes, and their

-particular succession in the spoken Word."
;

Now, to me this is is wrong as you .possibly can.go:,.'
. O .

,
.

I.

I

Instructional decisions have to be based on a large number of

issues such as the entry level skills of the child) the methods

for instruction available and their complexity for teaching,

and available resources. It is.incorrect'to argue-that where

you are gOing deterpines absoIutelj how you-get there: A

number of strategies exist Or teaching lOters and sounds, :

. yet there is no experimental justification for claiiing/that

the best way to teach these is to make anything clear to the

ild from the beginning Of instruction.

. Premature leaps from theory to,practice represent one

problem in this area. A second problem is represented by

good experimental evidence that fairs to influence praCtice.

Harry ,Singer has published a'paper called "Research That Should

Have Made a Difference." In it he mentions four or five
. .

studies thai attend to issues that are important for reading

19
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- instruction, ip-4 little that was discovered in .these studies

ever got into practice.

For example, )1e cites one study that demonstrated that

choral, reading, that is, reading in -unison, is Almost worth-
.

less for beginning reader.s. The children irk the early grades -7

read at different rates and in general cannot adjust their

reading rates easi4; :therefore, they have difficulty -reading

-along with others. Yet We heard that in Open Court Program
,

in this country and in tlie teaching of reading in Mexico

this practice is still favored.

The historyof reading instruction in this country shows-
.

a strotg similarity between-reading practide and religion. .'

Both reading and religion tend "to be charismatically

based. We have religion, of.course, thezcharismatAx individual,

the hero with the thousand faces: Moses, Jesus, Peter,. Joseph

Smith and.so. In reading we have the same thing: Parker, -

Dewey; Therndike, Gates, FLesch, Pitminn, and.the othek gods

of reading.
. .

.

, .

Eddcators justify particular on the. authority

of the particular. reading god they worship. And when re4Oing
. .

become a problem, they, throw* out- one,. god and bring Itl.* new
*

, god. "The kiris dead, god save the king." There s truly

. a belief here in the one best method, which derives 1, suspect

1from the AMerican belief in the pastoral dream. Theld is one
.

best way to teachreading and we must constantly search for this
,

IIDr.

holy grai of education. This seems to be make befitting of
..

.,

Dr. Pangl ss than it does of edueationil research, yet it seems
.

,1 /
to go on ,and on and on: 20 r,
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Much of this attitude 'derives from the role that publishers

play. The reading mark(t in the elementary'grades alone is

rumored to be worth a little over $300 million A year... One

publisher supposealyinvested over $8 million in)cleveloping
-7

its latett reading slistem. No matter,whitt new evidence is

revealed about reading instruction, this Particular publisher
1

will not be changing its reading program very soon, not with

$8 million already invested An it.

It was pointed out the other

hold a major grip on what is used

major influences on publishers is

day that commercial progfams

in the classroom, yetthe

not just pedagogical concerns.
. .

For example' every reading program on the parket is developed

to be acceptable in Texas, because every publisher can break

even by making the Texas adoption list. .What Texas wants to

see id a reading program has a high chance of Appearing.
. K- -, . N -

Finally I want to return fora- moment to the studies

by Elkonin hurova, Bruce, and other to discuss the difference
-1

between what we can learn from a laboratory setting and what

we have to learn from a4classroom setting. ElkoninZhurova,

Bruce and various others proved conclusively that children before

some magic age, six in Bruce's study, seven in Zhurovs and so

on, could not perform certain tasks that involve Manipulating

sounds as abstractions. The children couldn't segment words,

they couldn't pull the first sound off, and'so on and so forth.

-17ery'conviricing evia4nce froi every nice studies.'

"

21
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liqWever, most of these studies involved 15 or 20 training' . 410.

trials bl some small set of stimuliand 15 or 20 transfer trials:/ .

.

k
.

And from that evidence tie authors generalized whole theories

about reading, or about sound segmentation,\or about the develop-

ment of certain abilities in children.

The great shock comes when you-take exactly these tasks,

pr slight modifications' of them, into an ongoing classrooM

with the same age children and start doing these things day

after' day. You soon discover that almost all kids from
A

kindergarten up can be taught all of these tasks without tears
0

or frustration. All takes is repeated practice with appropriate,

training. There is a world of difference between the ongoing

classroom and the laborAtory. One of the most pressing needs

today in reading research is improved methodologies for,exper-

imentation in the classroom.'

Perhaps one brief example will summarize thesq, last few

points. The rol'of letter names in reading instruction is
. ,

i

problematic. We heard references to letter names in instruction-

in the FletchOF pap4r, the Liberman and Shankweiler piper, 'and

the Chomsky paper. Fletcher noted some well-known correlational

studies that show that letter name's are good predictors of reading
.

success, but yet also .stated that the experimental' attempts to

show-facilitation by letter naming of any reading task hive

not been successful`. Based on this review of the literature,
. ,

no direct. attempts to teach letter names were made in the 1300

curriCulup, but let name instruction pSfstercusly appeared
.

on the POP -10 currixul
_
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Libetha and Shankweile; said on the other' hand that we

should begin reading instru4tion, as many so-called phonics

programs, do, by teaciing .the chi d_twa'siociate-the shape of

'the letter-with'its.name and A W sound it makes.. There appears

to bo quite 4 lot of empirical/data to attend to this issue, yet

-hone really answers the questibn in aisatisf tory way.-

We hav4 data on the use of labeling in.discr Ination of objects.

by adults, using.gdometric patterns, fingerprihts,.And so on._
./

.

-We also have the studies tYat Fletcher pointed out on the effects

of'ietter names on word and letter discrimination._ -7

The'mainadvocate of using letter names fot mediators in

letter-sound learning is Durrell. But Durrell seems to have

failed to look at'the alphabet-. in re lliion to the hames,of the

letters. Three of the letters and xl don't:even contain

the sounds that they are suppose to mediate for. Seven Chess

(the five vowels, c, and

taught second in reading

1) contain the sound that is typically

prograhs today. Of the others, seven

are made up of vowel-consonant combinations and the rest are

''-made up of consonant-vowel-combinatibht.

In addition, anecdotal evidentAte from Russia, Israel, and

the United States'ilidicates that Confusions often arise wjien

the litter name is stressed along witiVthe letter sound. The

child often persaverates on the name and uses it to respond to

the letter even when the sound is sought. .

AP
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There are other problems in relating theory to practice,

but perhaps its time to conclude by asking where should we go
LT,.I.T,C.C*

from here. The firstdirection Z,think we have ,to take is to

refopus attention On.the school, the classroom and the teacherA

We have to begin by defining problems t'hat exist at.these

4

levels and then work back to the laboratory. That is the first
.

step.

650 .

1r

-Second, it's,clearlas Conant .stated years ago, that a

revolution in teacher training is needed. COurses on reading

methodology in colleges and universities do not prepare

teachers for making their own instructionaI l decisions. .4.

At best these course's prepare-teachers for locating and following

the teacher's4uide in a ,published program. We also need

to develop efficient in-service training methods and as was

mentioned earlier by Jerry Rosneri;we need a;better-dissemination

network. This country seems to have so much money for educatiori

that 5,000 groups of teacheis around the country every summer

can sit down and reinvent objectives for kindergarten through

twelfth grade reading, without any ope khowing what the other

is doing.

In every city where-I:have examined reading programs,

groups of 'teachers are working independently to develop reading

objectives.' Perhaps it would be helpful to circulate,s.oe of

these.

24
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Then, I think we should follow-up both the studiew.65 school'

organization, such as
\
the Weber study and the' New itbrk State -.

study, and a study done by Barton, and Wilder for the Carnegie'

Corporation a number of years ago on the training ofthe

reading experti. ThiS\ktuay examined, among other things,
,

'Who the readng'experts were, how, much they' published, and
r

what they published.

Then I think we need a new science of experir:entation in the

classroom:: Piagetipinted,35 years' ago bow this might-be done

with what he called "experidental pedagogy."- Ongoing classroom,e

.program would be examined, marginal changes made:in the

ins ruc,tional methods, and rilleasursments aone:of marginal gain'

or loss. This.procesi wouldbe repeated with other program

components to build up an understanding of how instruction works.

At the.'same time, however, I advocate thaewe continue

basic research.' Good researchers must be encouraged to
V

pursue problems related.to human processing of any kind, to

provide. the fundamental'informatibn-that is essential for

understanding any complex phenomenon...

We need, though, to improve the communication among

researchers. We have nowin the word recognition area some-

thing that approaches the high leverof communication that is

found in Watson's account of the development of the DNA model

aAd in the literature from the turn of the century pnthe

experiNental study of reading.

25
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At that tie communj.cation seemed i7igortant. The laboratories 110
\ .

ktiere work was golng_on,were well identified, researchers

visited -back and forth and

toes, as was the tendency

It would be a pleasure

i ---

el

referred to each oth er in polite it

in the"literature of that period.

to see this going on again-in reading.

reserch, rather than seeing, as we see outside of the word

peregpktion area

in cluAtered ob

the. same things

ti

, a myriad of isolated researchers, scattered

scurity around North America, doing. Very.often

with almost no communication among theri.-

41.
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OPEN DISCUSSION OF VENEZI& PRESENTATION'

E. SMITH: You 'mentioned' that we should have alternative types of

infOrmation-kb.cessing models. ,You mentioned Turvey as an example. That is a

good example; he takes a much more pRsiological point of view. You mentioned

Gibson as, an alternative style of modeling. Could you hell me what that style of

modeling is?

VENEZU:. No. Let's just say that she has an alternative approach to

investigating the world._ Now, how she actually calls that a model, I do6-4t

, really know., But I would offer that as an. alternative approach.

I
A

C4LFEEi The Gibson-Levin book, I think, presents a representation of a way of

-.thinking that is very different from information processinf for reading. It Is

. hard to characteriie the difference, because information-processing models,

themselves, are not always a well defined Class otmodela.

yti

GLASEE: What sort orframework would you impose upon your important direction of

working back from the, classroci? Would you work from the classroom to

investigation? That's been going on, and the journals are full of investigations

of teacher practices in the claieroom.- What kind of framework would you impose

on.it, to have'it go in the directions you would like it to go in?

V
MEW: We 'could have harexactly this going on over the last three yeare with

nip' but lat ohm to go in exactly the opposite direction. They asked people

lilfih the researches here to sit down and tell them what they would like to do
.1. e

With Enos noneylThey asked for suggestions that might, in some way relate to

653 27
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reading, so they could develop priorities for reading research. If you read now,-

for example, in the new guidebook for supmisaion of-programs, youlind.that eye

movements are a very big part of the NIE skill priority. now, damn it, tell me

where in the world we have a problem ip reading instruction related to eye

)

movements. But there are people in NIE who feel we should spend more time with

eye.:movement dameris. Therefore, there is goingto be a lot of money put intb

-fancier studies in eye movements. Supposedly, these studies will suggest ways to

improve reading instruction. Now, I will grant that there is a good place for

eye movement studies. But to call that research related-to reading instruction

Is nonsense.,

If NIE, rather than bringinmArgebher those of us who were tethered to that

damn, motel at Dulles Airport:two or three years ago, had brought in 'teachers and

reading specialists and given them a little better food and .a little more

boalitable environment, we would have had some very good priorities for research,

derived directly from the,kitds of problems that are giling on in the classroom.
:1

/ am sure people here today could te -us about things that are both immediate

I.,$)

ft,

and long-range problems.
.1

-BARTI.ETT: But, Dick, NIE does have a section, in the:new guidebook; on teacher

interaction in the classrooi: I think Ihpt is significant.

47

MEM: Granted, there are same things there, but, once again, even the teacher

conference had a very heavy eaphasia on the researchers, views of that to do.

*

Irealizo Iika being a little extreme here, but when you ask for a

framework, clearly; we could use ongoing mechanisms. We, clearly, bould use 4110

Mt, conferencing Oriority.sotting mechaniams to identify classroom problems.

28
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Those of you who go around to schools to meet with school people, specialists in

ritding and language arts--I don't think there is any doubt in your minds about

what some of the important problems are. Certainly assessment is a! major problem

in schools today. The Calfee paper attended very sell to the kinds of things

that are 'problems and some of the directions that seem to be neected.' That is the

framework, in fact, that could be used.

GREGG: I,,have no quarrel with almost everything that you were dealing with this

morning. I notice, though, that you, too, are focusing on _a, special part of the
w

)

reading problem, namely the early instruction. I think that/the NIE guidebook

that you mentioned is talking about reading comprehension, perhaps, at a very

advanced leve .-- I would fust like_to point out that Re have, in our, laboratory,

some danhat shows that:the peripheral vision is ver7 powerful in picking up,

visual regressions, regressive eye movements, that_may tell us something about

where problems of comprehension occur. Once again, it's basicyresaarch, and not

very directly related to the practice of instruction as such.

About the models that you were tAlking about: None of us has really come to

grips with statements about very specific, instructional tasks'. Glaser Jima said

JUG does, but remember that at the end of four talk, you were talking about very

specific decisions that thetteacher had to make in the classroom. None of the
4'

theoretical models that we formulate in the psych lab are patterned directly

after those specific needs of the teachers,

I think a a tegy fon information-proceaaing models involves ?Joking a

small task; a particular task, and looking at it very bard, trying to get at

those.ttaing parameters and thb way the components work logetber. Unfortunately,

in our place, over at Carnegie-Mellon, this has led to'i lot of work on chess.

29
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If we..just wanted to-teach chess, or if the subject-of this conference was' 'just

cheis, we could saya lot. .Perhaps, if someone like LRDC would -start ieroing.in

pp some of the specific kinds of teacher problems,. or if we could get some of

them today from the teachers, themselves, to add to our ist, we could come up

with the kinds of thtngs that I think the information-processing models can deal

-most directly with. Isabel Beck and Resnick have one on blending and the

grapheme-phoneme,correspondence: That's a good start in those directions. So

mire of those, perhaps, are-really called for.

VENEZKT: Lee, your last 1nt requires me to compliment NIE for giving the award

of their teaching research center to Lee Shulman's group, Uhich places a very

.strong's4hasis on the work to be doie on the teacher as a decision maker, an

inforitiOn processor. I know Lee's work, in many years, has gone in that

direction, generally with hospitil. staff people. bait he has lekrned,

fundamentally, I think,'is going to be applied profitably to reading decisions.

BA4TLETT: I think the notion of educating doctors fits in with the notion of

educating teachers. Doctors have to diagnose what's going on with patients and

mmkm prescriptive decisions on the spot. If a Model lige that could be

incorporated into our teacher education procev, if we even knew how to design

sucli,a curriculum, or at least how to begin to work on such a curriculum for

tOachers it educatilp institutions, we might begin to get at the kinds of

problems that 4; obviously have.
-

TENUEY: That's a g:od cdgirast.

CALFM--There were three teachers, or three people associated with the teaching

.30
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profession, at Dulles. Mike' Smith's wife, Nicki, Kate Hoover, and a

representative of the National Education Association were all there as inforal-

,

observers. Shirley, that's the reason people 4ne,raise questions like yours

ought to it around .in conferences like this. Those three people were not able'-
to do that in any effective Way. They could not keep raising questions such as:

.What areyou talking about? Will you put it in ;language that bother people,

users, might be able to understand? I think translating research findings into

. language that practitioners can understand is an important erc e for the

,researchers. Although you have to take the advice with,a grain of salt, it is

-good for you to be asking, because you might get a Useful answer, and it in/ good
,.

. ..

.

for researchers to worry about that. It-is often tortuous, especially if you are

in the minority, which is very often the case when researchers set up conferences-
.

of this sort. But I think we are going to have to keep working on it: I would

1110
4 dearly loie to see NIE or some organization take a ?ore active role in finding

gOod mechanisma_for running conferences of this sort, so that a variety-of points

A of 'IOW can de effected or accepted.

4*.

MARTUS: In part, it seems to ae a political question,,political in the sense of

what part people like yourselves can play in .experimenting with ways to

communicate with teachers in'their own setting. Theie is, in fact, no support

system for teachers in most public schools. It should be part of the school

Ostem's official responsibility to have placeswhere teacheril can turn for help

with' questions, kith iasuea that come up-in the course of their-daily practice.

We look at what's there in the school system to help teacher? learn from their

=per/anal and find that the system not functional in that Benne.

,sup. Arden't you saysomethingabout the teacher oenter work that you have

31
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.,been involved with.

'
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NABTOS: The teacher centers have arisen, as some of you may know, in an

indigenous, grass roots way. People come because they are desperate, because

tgey are.interest d; because there are some other people they want to talk with,

or because someone going to do a workshop that relates to somethingtheytve

working on. In about 30 places around the country, teacher centers have

'attracted 2,008 or 3,000 teachers, who come regularly'or.irregularly on their own
f

.

time to try to get help. When'you find ii;Urs4?ves saying, *Gee, well, teachers

._

,don't really-have the latest word. jheykion't know what research is going on in

:'
. -

my area. Isn't it a pity," Consider `those teacher centers -as places to

lexperiment with ways of communicating acrosa disciplines and across roles.
.

. . ;.114,

sf,c

END SESSION

.7-
17.

-Saturday Afternod6, lo.ay 22, 1976

DISCUSSION BY ShELDON WRITE

JISMICL: Sheldon hhite is our- final discussant.

.k
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